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Times of Services and Shabbat:- 
Hull Hebrew Congregation

Friday   Shabbat   Shul Service  Shabbat ends

20  March            5.57 pm                 6  pm 21  March       7.10 pm
th st

  .00    
13  March            5.44 pm                 5.45 pm 14  March       6.57 pmth th     
6  March               5.31 pm                 5.30 pm 7  March        6.44 pm

th th
     

28  Feb 5.17 pm                5.30 pm 29  Feb 6.30 pm th th       

27  March            6.10 pm                 6.15 pm            28  March       7.24 pmth th    
Evening Service:  Monday and Thursday 7pmEvening Service:  Monday and Thursday 7pm

Purim means “lots” in ancient 
Persian. The holiday was thus 
named because Haman had  
lots to determine when he would 
carry out his diabolical scheme. 

cast

The festival of Purim is celebrated 
every year on the 14th of the 
Hebrew month o f  Adar ( la te 
winter/early spring). Purim this year 
begins on Monday night, March 9 
and continues through Wednesday, 
March 11 (March 12 in Jerusalem). 

M. Westerman

Purim commemorates the salvation 
of the Jewish people in ancient 
Persia from Haman's plot “to 
destroy, kill and annihilate all the 
Jews, young and old, men, women 

and children, in a single day,” as 
recorded in the  (The Book 
of Esther).

 Megillah

Why Is It Called Purim?

PURIM 5770

2020 SUBSCRIPTION
Thank you to all those who have already paid their Annual Subscription.

OR pay  into the account at:- directly Lloyds Bank, sort code 30-94-44.     Account number 
01288659

For those people who haven't yet paid, please send the Annual Subscription by 31  March AT THE 
LATEST Mrs. B. Flasher. 3, Cock Pit Close, Kirkella, East Yorkshire, HU10 7LG

st

 to: 
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A Birth, a Bar/Bat Mitzvah, a special 
birthday, an Engagement, a Wedding, a 

Wedding anniversary, Educational success 
or a Yahrzeit, YOU can plant a tree/trees or 

make a DONATION to the JNF's  
Project:

latest

For that SPECIAL occasion of:

JNF UK LOOKS FORWARD TO THE 
COMMUNITY'S CONTINUED SUPPORT 

THROUGHOUT 2020

PLEASE NOTE:  the cost of a MATURE 
TREE is £50

IN MEMORIAM: A Mature Tree has been 
planted in loving memory of BESSIE and 
LESLIE TURNER (z”l), wonderful parents, 
grandparents and great grandparents, by their 
dear children Reva and Barry and Joanna and 
Philip and their families.

IN MEMORIAM: Mature Trees have been 
planted in loving memory of MIRIAM DANIELS 
(z”l), a wonderful wife, a devoted mother and a 
loving grandmother, by her husband Gordon, 
children Michelle, Ivan and Julian and their 
families.

IN MEMORIAM:  A Donation has been made in 
loving memory of ADELE GOLDING (z”l) a 
devoted wife, a wonderful mother and a loving 
grandmother, by her husband Vic, daughters 
Carolyn and Jane and their families.

 

HULL JNF PROJECT AT YERUCHAM

IN MEMORIAM: A Mature Tree has been 
planted in loving memory of all members of the 
BLACK, JOSEPH and WESTERMAN families, 
(z”l) by Michael Westerman.

IN APPRECIATION: A Donation has been made 
to the Project by Henry Goldstone, in the names 
of Rabbi and Rebbitzen Denderowicz and 
family, with sincere appreciation and thanks for 
the kind invitation to the Shabbat cholent lunch.
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When you received the call, we hope YOU 
responded as generously as you could.

HULL JNF YOUR  looks forward to continued 
support of Green Sunday!

JNF GREEN SUNDAY 2020

westermans@gmail.com                            
01482 644987

                                                

Should YOU wish to make a donation, or 
plant a mature tree/s, for that special 
occasion in YOUR life / lives, please contact 
Michael by email or telephone:

Should  wish to set up a Charitable 
Giving Account, please ring Michael NOW.

YOU

Tel. 020 8732 6100

For details of all JNF services whilst 
Michael Westerman is out of town or 
unavailable,

visit                        www.jnf.co.uk

BLUE BOX

By automatically claiming Gift Aid tax on each 
deposit you make and depositing it back into 
your account, we save you the time and hassle 
of claiming with each donation, and leave you 
with 25% more in your account, to donate 
whenever and wherever you choose.

Column prepared by Michael Westerman

Does your Blue Box need 
emptying? Ring Michael 

NOW. 
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That Month hat asWas The T W

Valerie Sanders

Most importantly for us, we also commemorated 
the 75th Anniversary of the liberation of 
Auschwitz, starting with the event at Yad 
Vashem on 23 January, where Prince Charles 
(on his first official visit to Israel) said that ‘The 
Holocaust must never be allowed to become 
simply a fact of history. We must never cease to 
be appalled, nor moved by the testimony of 
those who lived through it.’  A few days later, his 
son, Prince William, in the ‘Stand Together’ 
ceremony at Central Hall in Westminster, 
praised his great-grandmother, Princess Alice, 
for hiding a Jewish mother and daughter from 
the Nazis in Greece. At Auschwitz itself, two 
hundred survivors, now mostly in their nineties, 
attended a bleak ceremony on the site. The 
rescue mission to bring over 700 child survivors 
of the concentration camps to be rehabilitated in 
the Lake District was celebrated, both in a 
television drama re-enactment of their story, and 
recorded interviews with some of those who are 
still alive. Thanks to widespread television news 
reporting, we were able to see just how much the 
media were doing to remind viewers of the  
horrors that happened within the memories of 
the dwindling few still able to provide us with 
eye-witness accounts. 

At our own ceremony in the Hull Guildhall, it was 
young teenagers from the Irena Sendler Polish 
Saturday School who sent the message that we 
must never forget; our own Gill Barker, 
conducting the women’s choir, and  explaining 

why we remember the dead with stones placed 
on a grave.  With all the pre-election anxiety 
about a possible upsurge of anti-Semitism in the 
wake of a Corbyn victory, things  seem to have 
quietened down for now. At this point it’s too 
early to second-guess the outcome of the 
Labour Leadership contest, but let’s hope for a 
more appropriate response to any further 
outbreaks. 

 As for  Brexit, it is now ‘done’ — ushered in 
rather flatly, I thought, with some recorded tinny 
bongs from Big Ben, some flag-waving from 
enthusiasts, sad vigils from leavers, and a tactful 
acknowledgement that this was not everyone’s 
preferred choice. Even the Prime Minister was 
forced to bong in our new status with a Downing 
Street dinner gong.  Ah well, the mood of dry 
January is meant to be austere, and it was sad to 
note the deaths of Kirk Douglas and Nicholas 
Parsons, albeit at Biblical ages (103 and 96 
respectively). Now we have apocalyptic weather 
and a possible pandemic of Coronavirus. The 
Chancellor has resigned in a ‘bloodbath’ of a 
Cabinet reshuffle. We must all take care of 
ourselves and each other in these turbulent 
times.

That was indeed an extraordinary month— 
starting with Brexit and Megxit, in which the UK 
left the European Union, and Harry and Meghan 
left home and family for Canada. President 
Trump was impeached and acquitted (finding 
time in between to propose a solution to the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict), Nancy Pelosi tore 
up his State of the Union address, and the much-
heralded Iowa Caucus behaved like the Caucus 
Race in Alice in Wonderland, running around in 
circles without an outright winner. (I should add 
that the reason I’m writing this column is not that 
Michael is feeling too overwhelmed by world 
events to carry on, but that at its last meeting the 
Watchman committee agreed to rotate the 
authorship from time to time).



If you would like to support Hull JNF's 
project please send your cheque made 
payable to Hull JNF to Michael.

To all those who have already supported 
Green Sunday I would like to say, “Thank you 
so much!”

The JNF should be given credit for its 
magnificent effort supporting many varied 
Projects, from planting trees to reservoirs to 
centres such as Aleh Negev, Sderot and 
Yerucham etc., which Hull supported AND is still 
supporting, so splendidly, 

JNF hopes that as in the past, YOU will respond 
as generously as you can.  
gives  across the Community, the 
opportunity to support 

GREEN SUNDAY
EVERYONE

the National project or 
Hull JNF's own project in Israel. 

Michael Westerman

Hull JNF looks forward to YOUR GENEROUS 
SUPPORT.

Photo shows the late Joan Fredenthal (z”l) and 
yours truly.

…those were the 
days!

HOPEFULLY, everyone in the Community will 
have received a telephone call, or a PERSONAL 
letter, mailed from London, asking for YOUR 
support again. 

JNF GREEN SUNDAY 
2020 and Thanks!

I take this opportunity to wish all those 
members of the Community who are, 
or have recently been in hospital, or 
not feeling too well, a “Refuah 
Shlemah.” 

GET WELL SOON! 

Michael Westerman 

Just because some of you may have 
not been visited, or received no “Get Well Soon” 
cards, does not mean you have been forgotten. 
You certainly have NOT! 

On behalf of the Editorial Committee I wish 
our readers and  members of the Hull Jewish 
Community a healthy year ahead. 

all 
all

Please get well soon, and we hope you have 
the speediest of speedy recoveries! 
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M . W e s t e r m a n  ( W i t h  t h a n k s  t o 
MyJewishLearning.com)

According to the Torah, 
Shabbat itself is a reminder of 
the creation, and the kindling 
of lights is, in this context, seen as reminiscent of 
G-d's creation of the first light. On a day in which 
traditionally observant Jews sometimes refrain 
from using electric lights, the Shabbat candles 
also bring warmth and illumination to an 
otherwise darkened home.

The l ight ing of Shabbat 
candles in the home is a ritual 
steeped in symbolism.

SHABBAT CANDLE 
LIGHTING….

But there is another tradition that candle lighting 
is a symbolic rectification for Eve's sin of eating 
from the Tree of Knowledge in the Garden of 
Eden. The source for this has its root in the 
Midrash, which describes how the sin of Eve 
removed a little bit of light from the world. 
Lighting the Shabbat candles is our way of 
putting that light back into the world.
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The Persian Empire of the 4th century BCE 
extended over 127 lands, and all the Jews were 
its subjects. When King Ahasuerus had his wife, 
Queen Vashti, executed for failing to follow his 
orders, he arranged a beauty pageant to find a 
new queen. A Jewish girl, Esther, found favo r in 
his eyes and became the new queen, though 
she refused to divulge her nationality.

u

just in case you've forgotten

Meanwhile, the Jew-hating Haman was 
appointed prime minister of the empire. 
Mordechai, the leader of the Jews (and Esther's 
cousin), defied the king's orders and refused to 
bow to Haman. Haman was incensed, and he 
convinced the king to issue a decree ordering 
the extermination of all the Jews on the 13th of 
Adar, a date chosen by a lottery Haman made.

The Purim Story in a Nutshell

M.Westerman (with thanks to Chabad.org)

Mordechai galvanized all the Jews, convincing 
them to repent, fast and pray to G-d. Meanwhile, 
Esther asked the king and Haman to join her for 
a feast. At a subsequent feast, Esther revealed 
to the king her Jewish identity. Haman was 
hanged, Mordechai was appointed prime 
minister in his stead, and a new decree was 
issued, granting the Jews the right to defend 
themselves against their enemies.

On the 13th of Adar, the Jews mobilized and 
killed many of their enemies. On the 14th of 
Adar, they rested and celebrated. In the capital 
city of Shushan it took them only one more day 
to “finish the job.”

Wishing all our readers Chag Purim Sameach, a 
very happy Purim.

Please place your order with Gourmet and 
please confirm the date with Les Gold.

Orders will be delivered to each household 
during the afternoon of that day.

Please note the collection day, which may 
vary.

On behalf of ALL our readers, the Editorial 
Committee sincerely thank Les and Angela 
for ALL their most appreciated help!

GOURMET FOODS – IMPORTANT 
REMINDER

On the first TUESDAY of every month Les 
and Angela Gold will collect any orders 

from Gourmet Foods, Leeds.

Next Visits: Tuesday March 3
rd

And

Tuesday April 7th

Please ring Gourmet with your order to GLYN 
on 01132 682726 email: 
gourmetleeds@gmail.com; Les or 
Angela

, 
 then call 

 on 01482 632437, in order that they 
know for whom they are collecting and where 
they are delivering to. 

Jewish Scrabble Club?

Would anyone be interested in forming a Jewish 
Scrabble Club – for daytime games around the 
local area? This doesn’t mean you have to play 
in Yiddish or Hebrew: it’s just proposed as a new 
sociable activity with a purpose, especially if you 
enjoy a good game of Scrabble and have no one 
to play with. If you like the idea, please contact 
Pat Sanders on (01482-342897) or Valerie 
Sanders on email: V.R.Sanders@hull.ac.uk.
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   CAR-RAMMING ATTACK IN JERUSALEM

What other democratic country in the world has 
to put up with such cowardly attacks?

Some of the twelve Golani Brigade soldiers run 
over in the attack, went ahead with the 
ceremony after being released from hospital. A 
second swearing-in ceremony, not at the 
Western Wall, was held later in the day for others 
that were injured.

IDF soldiers injured in a 
car ramming attack in 
Jerusalem on Thursday 
6  F e b r u a r y ,  s t i l l 
attended their swearing-
in  ce remony  a t  the 
Western Wall later in the 
day despite being on 
crutches. 

t h

“Nothing will 
stop us”, they said.

How brave were these soldiers!

Happy Chanukah from 
International Space Station!

M.Westerman

 I was prompted to insert this, after putting 
together my Chanukah articles, in the last 
edition of the Watchman.

On the 1901 census he is a 'teacher at the 
Hebrew school'.  The Archive has a balance 
sheet for the year to 31 October 1911 for an 
unnamed organisation, which is almost certainly 
the Beth Hamedrash (place of Jewish study and 
prayer).  The members listed include “Mr Brod”, 
but by 1913 the Jewish Year Book refers to 
“Rabbi S Brod'” as head of the Beth Hamidrash, 
which in 1914 is given as in Great Passage St, 
with Rabbi J D Lurie as head.

Rabbi Brod was an academic rather than a 
clerical rabbi.  On shabbos afternoons he gave 
shiurim (religious discourses) in the Old Hebrew 
Synagogue.  He wrote “Menachem's Anthology” 
in 1925 and “Shmuel's Miscellany” in 1931. Both 
books in Hebrew are in the Archive.

On Rabbi Brod's death in 1938, the Old Hebrew 
Synagogue erected a brass plaque to his 
memory “for the many years” he spent studying 
the Torah.  He is buried in the Delhi St cemetery.

It must have been a bitter experience for him (his 
wife died in 1925), when one of his 5 children, 
Dora, married non Jew Walter Scarborough in 
1936.

D.Lewis

Jewish astronaut Jessica Meir, sporting her 
socks with menorahs and Stars of David wished 
earthlings “Happy Chanukah!” 

Rabbi Brod

Rabbi Samuel Menachem 
Brod, 1856-1938, is now a 
forgotten man, but he was an 
important figure in Hull.  He and 
his wife Sarah were born in 
Russia and they came to Hull between 1886 and 
1893.  In January 1899 daughter Florrie married 
Marks Schulberg in the Hull Central shul, and 
her father is described on the marriage 
certificate as “traveller”, that is a pedlar.  

In the photo released by NASA, U.S. astronauts 
Jessica Meir, left, and Christina Koch pose for a 
photo in the International Space Station.

M.Westerman (with thanks to i24NEWS)



Important information

NO ISSUE IN APRIL

The Editorial Committee.

LETTER TO THE 
E D I T O R I A L 
COMMITTEE

Times of Synagogue services can be obtained 
from the Synagogue secretary or Michael 
Westerman and Yahrzeit dates can be found on 
the Yahrzeit list, previously sent to all members.

The next issue will be in May.

As mentioned previously, there will be no issue 
in April.

Should you wish to place an announcement etc., 
for a particular occasion during April, please 
submit the information for publication in the 
March issue of the Watchman.

I have always understood 
that security and peaceful co-existence of the 
State of Israel with its neighbours have been 
paramount.  Wars, assassination of leaders of 
Palestine, Egypt and Israel have, over the 
decades, derailed progress.  The devious 
machinations of major players in the Middle East 
(eg. Iran and Saudi Arabia) have also made 
progress very difficult.  However by ignoring 
international law Israel also has not contributed 
in a positive way.  The most recent proposals by 
President Trump, greeted by Prime Minister 
Netanyahu, are a complete let-down. 

Adrian Koskie

On what grounds is it possible to expect them to 
be accepted by a party which hasn't even been 
consulted?  How is it possible to have peace 
without all sides being in agreement?  And when 
you actually look at the proposed geography of 
Palestine it is a mockery - it can only be a stunt 
by President Trump in his re-election year.  It 
certainly cannot be taken seriously by those 
attempting to find a genuine two-state solution.  
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I am writing this, after being asked to give a talk 
to Hull U3A and reading a most amusing article 
in the Winter 2019 edition, of the U3A Journal, 
handed to be me by fellow minyan man, Conrad 
Segelman.

 

If there had been the Internet, 
Word documents or even 
WhatsApp or Messenger, at 
the time, one might have 
presumed that Moses would 
not have written the Ten 
Commandments on tablets of 
stone! He possibly would have 
asked for a Hard Copy!

The article was written by an Alfred Levy, of 
Redbridge U3A.  Should you like to read the 
article and I hope you will, I am sure Conrad will 
be only too pleased! I am sure you will not be 
disappointed.

M.Westerman.

If  would like a hard 
copy just let Conrad (or 
myself) know.

YOU

I'd prefer a Hard copy, please….

RECOGNIZE YOURSELF ?

I was prompted to write this article after reading 
a D'var Torah article by Chief Rabbi Mirvis 
entitled, “Our children can change our lives”, 
commenting on the Parshat Bo.

M.Westerman

Just think what a wonderful community we 
would be, if you were all still here and taking an 
active part in the community.  

If  are here in the City and haven't yet joined 
in any of the activities of the community, you will 
be made more than welcome.

you

I wonder how many of our readers out there (in 
the photograph above), are still in our 
Community today?



Impact
CURTAINS   BLINDS

CARPETS   WALLPAPER
FREE MEASURING &

 HOME VISIT SERVICE

Tel (01482) 569990
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for times of service etc., when the Watchman is 

not published.
***************************************************

Please check the Hull Hebrew Congregation 

website- www.hullhebrewcongregation.com

Letters or articles published in the Watchman 
express the personal opinions of the people over 
whose name they are printed, and are not 
intended to be, the 
opinion of the publishers (the Editorial 
Committee) of the Watchman, even if they are 
written by  of that Committee, unless 
specifically stated.

nor can they profess to be, 

a member

Articles submitted for publication should ideally 
not exceed 600 words. However an article in 
excess of this limit may be included at the 
discretion of the editorial committee or agreed 
with the writer to be included as a series of 
inclusions in future editions.

Please read this!

or

The Next Issue

Tuesday, May 12th 2020

PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE WILL BE NO 

ISSUE IN APRIL

Please make a note of this in your diary!

Tuesday, March 17  2020.
th

Friday, May 22  2020nd

westermans@gmail.com

Copy should be sent to: 

**Deadline for copy is noon on 

Michael Westerman

The following issue (1292) will be on 

Brenda Flasher

Friday, March 27  2020 .
th

The next issue  (1291) will be on 

Deadline for copy is noon, on 

brendaflasher21@gmail.com

Please note that the Deadline date for 

receiving copy is Tuesday, prior to the 

week of publication. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Social & Personal 

61 to 90 words £10 (non-subscribers £12.50) 

Annual Block advert - £50 maximum size 
50cm2 

Full separate page insertion, including 
postage (cost of printing extra) £40.00

For ¼, ½ or a full page,  please contact 
the Hon.Treasurer,  Brenda Flasher.

 31 to 60 words £7.50 (non-subscribers £10) 

WATCHMAN CHARGES

Annual Subscription Within UK £10 

Annual Subscription by  Outside UK £15 post

Function announcement

Up to 30 words £5 (non-subscribers £7.50)



LANG: David would like 

to thank everyone in the 

community for their concern, good wishes and 

visits during his recuperation which is now well 

on the way.

Sorry!

Should you ever find that your family name has 

been omitted from the list, please do not hesitate 

to contact me. In this way the omission can be 

rectified.

THANKS FOR 

GOOD WISHES

I am taking this opportunity to 

apologise should your family 

name ever found to be missing 

from the Yahrzeit list on the back 

page of the Watchman.

Please note: Everyone should have received 

the full year's Yahrzeit list, circulated by the Hull 

Hebrew Congregation.

As you can imagine, mistakes can sometimes 

be made. The Editorial Committee does its best 

to make sure that no mistakes are made, but 

mistakes can still occur!

M.Westerman 
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HULL HEBREW 

CONGREGATION 
CHEVRA KADISHA

DAYTIME (7.00 am – 8.00 pm)
HAROLD FLASHER

01482 655537/07766416605
EVENING (8.00 pm – 7.00 am)

 PHILIP DANIELS 
01482 659919/07940901790

COMMUNAL DIARY

FEBRUARY

 18 Watchman Editorial Meeting
 19 Friendly Circle at HHC, Pryme   
 Street at 2pm

 evening

APRIL

15   Stone-setting at Ella Street

9     1st day Pesach and second night 
 with Seder      

16   8th day Pesach festival ends in the  

26 Stone-setting at Ella Street

8     Pesach commences with Seder in the  

9    Purim reading of the Megillah at HHC, 
 Pryme Street 

15   7th day Pesach 

MARCH

 evening

17   Watchman Editorial Meeting

10   2nd day Pesach

In order to avoid clashes would all organisers of 
communal activit ies please consult the 
communal diary before arranging/advertising 
their event.

The Communal Diary is now held by ANNA 
GRANTHAM, who will make bookings for the 
COMMUNAL DIARY, private and charity 
bookings for the use of HHC COMMUNITY 
HALL, and HEADSTONE CONSECRATIONS 
for Ella Street and Marfleet Cemeteries. 

COMMUNAL DIARY - REMINDER

Anna 01482 448700 
07802539667 annabash@hotmail.co.uk

can be contacted on or 
or 

BIRTHDAYS

We wish a very Happy Birthday to:

There are no birthdays this month.



YAHRZEIT LIST

NOTICE: HULL HEBREW CONGREGATION

Yahrzeit List which we publish for the Hull Hebrew Congregation.

Please contact the Secretary, Dr David Lewis, telephone 01482 650282, if you wish to visit a 
cemetery as your key may not open the lock on the gate.

Reminder: Yahrzeit for those observing the Jewish calendar date (as printed in this list), the 
correct time to commence, is at sunset of the previous day.

Printed by The One Stop. Tel: 01482 420020 www.theonestop.co.uk

2 Mrs.M.Black                    F   
3 R.Field                           F   

FEBRUARY 2020

28 Mrs.P.Sanders               M  

MARCH 2020
1 C.Segelman               F-in-L          

7 I.Dysch                          F   

5 Mrs.L.Gold                      M   

29 Mrs.A.Sugarman              M  

28 H.Flasher                     F   

29 S.Fredenthal                  F  

11 Mrs.G.Pascoe                   F  

7 Mrs.R.Charnah                  F  
8 B.Landey                        M   
10 Mrs.S.Myers                   F  

14 G.Korklin                        F  

17 J.Sugarman                     F  
18 R.Stone                        M   

21 B.Donn                    F-in-L          

17 Mrs.M.Rosenberg              F  

21 Mrs.F.Iveson                   F  

MARCH 2020

14 L.Gold/Mrs.A Grantham  M  

20 Mrs.R.Rosenberg               F  

22 P.Daniels                   F   
24 B./S.Reuben               M   
27 D.Lewis                     B    

31 V.Golding                    F   
28 H.Lanch                     S   

HULL HEBREW CONGREGATION NOTICEBOARD

Up to date information on the HHC is to be found on its website at 

 www.hullhebrewcongregation.com

Page prepared by M.Westerman

PLEASE PLANT TREES, OR MAKE A DONATION TO HULL'S PROJECT
IN MEMORY OF LOVED ONES

Ring Michael


